Holland has been a leader in progressive and comprehensive solutions spanning the rail
industry for nearly 85 years. Our services include the equipment,staff and expertise
coupled with industry leading welding capabilities to give you customized solutions and
maximize uptime.

Cut and Slide

The combination of our Mobile Welding and
Track Maintenance and Construction Teams
have turned thousands of miles of jointed rail
into CWR to help our customers save in
maintenance costs.

Tie Renewal

We tailor our tie renewal resources to meet
your specific needs – spot renewal, out of face
renewal, work in a concentrated area or spread
over a greater distance – to ensure the most
effective use of your tie replacement dollars.

Sparkless Carbide Saw

Increase your efficiency safely with the ability to destress
rail while cutting spark free.

Track Construction

Whether new track, turnout, diamond or siding
construction we provide what you need to get the job
done safely and efficiently.

Surfacing

The flexibility of Holland's personnel and equipment will
meet your requirements large or small on a timely basis.

Crossing Installation

Holland has the experienced personnel and
equipment needed to install a quality, long
lasting crossing that will require minimal future
maintenance.

Turnout Welding

Our Extended Reach MobileWelder® has the
capability of welding from a right of way road
onto the track, or from one track to an adjacent
track, depending on the distance between track
centers.

Thermite Welding

Where flash butt welding does not fit, Holland can
supply fully trained thermite welding crews with
equipment, for both the standard thermite weld and
head wash repairs. Call for more details.

Grapple Trucks

Scrap pick up and material delivery efficiently
handled by our grapple truck fleet, equipped with
tool circuits, knuckles and air to pull gondolas, flat
cars and ballast cars. Whether handled from
pickup in the field to third party sale on behalf of a
customer, or included in the price of the project for
disposal of by Holland, our soup to nuts handling
of steel scrap will relieve you of the drain on
human resources and time.

Snow Management

Holland has experienced operators our 940s
equipped with the necessary snow attachments
to keep your yards and mainline in operation
during the long cold Canadian winters. Holland
can also supply labor for those snowy areas that
the heavy equipment just cannot quite remove.

Rail Relay Treatment

Relay bolted rail not converted to CWR in place
by a Cut and Slide process can easily and
efficiently be converted to weld-ready sticks of
rail with bolt-hole and battered joint areas
removed with Holland rail treatment.

Repair Welding

Flash-butt welds made by a Holland
MobileWelder® at affected locations during
defect removal are quick, effective, and
frequently eliminate the need for installation of
additional rail.

Protecting Foremen

Want to avoid the drain on your track
maintenance work force for the protection of
track maintenance and construction? Holland can
supply fully qualified protecting foreman qualified
in CROR to protect all types of work including
third party projects.

Roller Line

The flexibility of setup and the portability of our
equipment make roller line welding a first option
for rail fabrication on many projects.

Track Construction Equipment
Grapple Trucks
Excavators
Pettibone Speed Swing
Geismar Rail Threader
MPR
Nordco CX Spiker
Teleweld Heater Cars

Rotary Dump
6700 Harsco
Tamper
925 Knox Kershaw
Regulator
940 Knox Hershaw
Mark Tamper IV –
Canada
Snow Fighter –
Canada

Tie Equipment

Joint Elimination and
CWR Installation
Equipment

Grapple truck
SP2R Spike Puller
Tie Crane
Nordco Tripp Tie
Inserter
Rail Lifter
Nordco CX Spiker
925 Regulator
6700 Harsco Tamper

Geismar Bolt Machine
Nordco SP2R Spike Puller
Pettibone Speed Swing
Scrap Reclaimer
Nordco CX Spiker
Kribber Adzer
Nordco Anchor
Applicator Model F

Miscellaneous Equipment

Holland Welder w/160 Ton Puller
Bear Saws
Geismar Profile Grinders
Web Polishers
Boom Truck
Crew Trucks/Power Packs
Hi-Rail Backhoe JCB 4CX
Teleweld Heater Car Series 2
6700 Harsco Tamper
925 Kershaw Regulator

